WE DEVELOP INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY AND BLOCKCHAIN
PRODUCTS FOR
PANAMA AND THE CENTRAL AMERICAS

FLUXCOIN

A BLOCKCHAIN COMMUNITY TOKEN PROJECT
BACKED BY UNDERLYING REAL ESTATE POWERED BY AWKEE.COM
WWW.AWKEE.COM

AWKEE is creating a Blockchain-based platform with underlying unique
portfolio of real estate deriving from Panama based properties. Our
platform will offer FluxCoin token holders to earn fixed 9.25% annual
returns on their token holdings, but also the possibility to use FluxCoin
tokens as mode of payment for vacations, stays and rent within the
FluxCoin Ecosystem.
The overall goal of FluxCoin is to build a mid- sized real estate portfolio that
will include properties in several locations around Panama. As there are
only 1 million FluxCoin in existence, there will be a steady increase of price
on the tokens over time and with the growth of the portfolio. Tokens can
easily be traded on the secondary markets and peer-to-peer.
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FLXA
BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY
Proprietary Blockchain Tokens
and Smart Contract Solutions.
HIGH RETURN INVESTMENT
FluxCoin offers a 9.25% annual
return on investment along
with a share in the
appreciation of the real estate.
COMMUNITY & CHARITY
We actively support our
community and give back to
charity on a regular basis.

Our first portfolio item that we like to purchase and develop are 3 lots at Playa
Nomada which is a beachfront community in Pocri, Los Santos. Exclusive for
free-thinkers, entrepreneurs, digital nomads, and young heart people.

With the sale of FluxCoin tokens, we would buy 3 x 600 square meter lots close
to a beautiful private beach with a deep blue sea, incredible sunsets, kilometers
of palm trees and unique life experiences. On top of that we are partnering with
a local housing developer that will provide us with beautiful pre-fabricated units
for the 3 lots. These units will be rented out and generate revenue from day one.
Token holders would have the benefit of staying at one of these units for
vacations or long-term, simply by paying with their FluxCoin tokens.
With the advancing sale of FluxCoin tokens we will purchase and develop other
properties within Panama – lifestyle, beach and adventure locations preferred.
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ASSET TOKENS & DIGITAL BONDS
If you want to become an early investor in the AWKEE portfolio, buy
FluxCoin-A token at a private sale rate of only $0.45 per token on our
website. The private sale closes on the 15th of February 2022. After this date
FluxCoin will be available only through our exchange partners and our
website portal.
FLXA and the attached portfolio will generate annual returns of 9.25%,
which will be paid to all token holders bi-annually. We will transfer these
returns automatically to the holders Ethereum wallet.
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To help the local community in villages and
towns around our portfolio locations we have
established a crypto fund that will benefit
from all FluxCoin trades and transactions. We
will use the accumulated funds in the near
future to support local schools, education
centers and sport events in these locations.
A small part of the token crowd-sale funds
will go to the development of our platform,
while the majority will be distributed to
building the real estate portfolio. With the
increase of real estate over a period of time,
more and more properties will become
available for rent and sale.
We are giving you the opportunity to get
involved in something that will enable
growth of token value from unlocking the
hidden value of real estate properties in
beautiful
high-yield
locations,
usually
reserved only for major real estate investors.
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ASSET TOKENS & DIGITAL BONDS

Our Uniswap Liquidity Pool has been
established on:
https://app.uniswap.org/#/swap?outputCurre
ncy=0x2A4F61Ca0e03e260E6BE91692e43029
3D73998F0
We are verified on ETherScan and TrustWallet:

https://etherscan.io/token/0x2a4f61ca0e03
e260e6be91692e430293d73998f0
Max Total Supply: 1,000,000 FLXA
Contract:
0x2a4f61ca0e03e260e6be91692e430293d73998f0
Symbol: FLXA
Total Supply: 1,000,000 (100%)
Soft Cap: 200,000 USD
Hard Cap: 5 Million USD
Public Sale Token Value: 1.00 USD
Token Type: ERC-20 (Multi-chain capable)
Extended Chains: Stellar, Polygon, Avalanche
Liquidity Pool: Uniswap (1st Feb 2022)
Before you send any Ethereum, please verify that you
are sending to the correct Ethereum address:
0x2066DdDB3A0bE9eBD2f6CcEB0B43cE449610d931
Do not send from Exchanges or custodian wallets! We
will only issue FluxCoin-A to the paying Ethereum
address. Once you made the transfer please enroll
yourself with some basic contact details in our “know
your customer” program for compliance reasons.
UNITED STATES CITIZENS CAN NOT DIRECTLY BUY
FROM US!
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GET ON BOARD
We are still looking actively for motivated and
enthusiastic partners and investors to join us on
our journey into a digital future.
Visit our website at awkee.com to get more
information or to buy FluxCoin.
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